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Abstract: There has been a tendency in oil and gas industry towards the adoption of multilateral
wells (MLWs) with completions that incorporate multiple types of flow control devices (FCDs). In this
completion technique, passive inflow control devices (ICDs) or autonomous inflow control devices
(AICDs) are positioned within the laterals, while interval control valves (ICVs) are installed at lateral
junctions to regulate the overall flow from each lateral. While the outcomes observed in real field
applications appear promising, the efficacy of this specific downhole completion combination has
yet to undergo comparative testing against alternative completion methods that employ a singular
flow control device type. Additionally, the design and current evaluations of such completions
are predominantly based on analytical tools that overlook dynamic reservoir behavior, long-term
production impacts, and the correlation effects among different devices. In this study, we explore the
potential of integrating various types of flow control devices within multilateral wells, employing
dynamic optimization process using numerical reservoir simulator while the Grey Wolf Optimizer
(GWO) is used as optimization algorithm. The Egg benchmark reservoir model is utilized and
developed with two dual-lateral wells. These wells serve as the foundation for implementing and
testing 22 distinct completion cases considering single-type and multiple types of flow control devices
under reactive and proactive management strategies. This comprehensive investigation aims to shed
light on the advantages and limitations of these innovative completion methods in optimizing well
and reservoir performance. Our findings revealed that the incorporation of multiple types of FCDs in
multilateral well completions significantly enhance well performance and can surpass single-type
completions including ICDs or AICDs. However, this enhancement depends on the type of the device
implemented inside the lateral and the control strategy that is used to control the ICVs at the lateral
junctions. The best performance of multiple-type FCD-based completion was achieved through
combining AICDs with reactive ICVs which achieved around 75 million USD profit. This represents
42% and 22% increase in the objective function compared to single-type ICDs and AICDs installations,
respectively. The optimal settings for ICD and AICD in individual applications may significantly
differ from the optimal settings when combined with ICVs. This highlights a strong correlation
between the different devices (control variables), proving that using either a common, simplified
analytical, or a standard sequential optimization approach that do not explore this inter-dependence
between devices would result in sub-optimal solutions in such completion cases. Notably, the ICV-
based completion, where only ICVs are installed with lateral completion, demonstrated superior
performance, particularly when ICVs are reactively controlled, resulting in an impressive 80 million
USD NPV which represents 53% and 30% increase in the objective function compared to single-type
ICDs and AICDs installations, respectively.

Keywords: passive inflow control devices; autonomous inflow control devices; inflow control valves;
multilateral wells; advanced well completion; Grey Wolf Optimizer; Smart Wells
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1. Introduction

The use of multilateral wells (MLWs) has significantly increased in recent years, largely
attributed to their advantages over conventional wells. These multilateral wells enable the
creation of multiple branches stemming from a single wellbore, resulting in enhanced access
to the reservoir areas with remaining oil reserves, increased production rates, and decreased
drilling costs (since less wells are needed to achieve the field target rate). Nevertheless,
multilateral wells encounter specific challenges, such as uneven flow due to reservoir
heterogeneity and heel-to-toe effect. These challenges can lead to premature breakthroughs
of undesirable fluids, ultimately diminishing the well/reservoir performance [1]. To
address these issues, FCDs are utilized to manage fluid flow rates from various well zones,
maintain consistent pressure profiles along the wellbore branches, and equalize inflow [2].

Essentially, there are three basic types of flow control devices (FCDs): inflow control
devices (ICDs), autonomous inflow control devices (AICDs) and interval control valves
(ICVs). The ICDs are specifically designed for the purpose of regulating fluid inflow in
oil and gas wells. This regulation is accomplished by introducing additional pressure
drop. There are two main common types of ICDs: (1) Channel-style ICDs (more viscosity-
dependent), relying on friction force generated as the fluid flows through specialized
pathways such as Spiral-type ICD, as shown in Figure 1a. (2) Restriction-style ICDs (more
density-dependent), relying on restriction force resulting from the fluid’s passage through
nozzles or slots such as Nozzle-type ICD, as shown in Figure 1b [3]. It is important to
note that ICDs are passive devices, meaning their settings cannot be altered once they
are installed in wells. Therefore, ensuring their optimal performance and preventing any
adverse impact on well performance requires extensive experience and in-depth knowledge
of well and reservoir characteristics.

1 
 

 
Figure 1. Main types of flow control devices [4–8].

AICDs on the other hand, offer a more dynamic and flexible performance. These
devices have the ability to alter their performance based on fluid properties, allowing them
to selectively control the flow of undesired fluids by inducing additional pressure drops
after the breakthrough. There are two types of AICDs: (1) fluidic diode AICD (FD-AICD), a
more density-sensitive device which operates without any mechanical components and
utilizes a unique flow channel design to manage fluid flow, as shown in Figure 1c [9].
(2) rate-controlled production AICD (RCP-AICD) which incorporates a floating disk works
under Bernoulli’s principle to control production from a nozzle via floating disk based on
the fluid viscosity, as shown in Figure 1d [10]. The RCP-AICD is later developed to au-
tonomous inflow control valve (AICV) which effectively restrict the flow of undesired fluids
by diverting around 3% of the AICVs flow through a spiral pilot flow path (Figure 1e) [11].

ICVs, as depicted in Figure 1f, are active surface-controlled devices that enables opera-
tors to exercise precise control over individual zones and execute adaptable production
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management [12]. ICVs can be employed with two distinct reservoir control strategies,
namely: reactive and proactive strategies. In the reactive strategy, ICVs are adjusted ac-
cording to the existing reservoir and well-operating parameters, including factors such
as water cut or gas oil ratio [13–22]. The proactive strategy, on the other hand, aims to
optimize long-term objectives by proactively delaying future water/gas breakthroughs
and, in general, optimizing the in-reservoir flood fronts [23–30]. A reliable reservoir model
(or an ensemble of model realizations) is needed for production forecasting and proactive
planning, and therefore reservoir description uncertainties need to be considered accurately
in this approach.

To fully maximize the advantages of ICVs, continuous downhole monitoring using
permanent downhole gauges (PDGs) is essential for effectively managing these valves
to control the flow from different zones or branches. Collected data can then be trans-
mitted via an electrical umbilical, also known as a tubing encased conductor (TEC), to
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. The operator can then change
the ICV settings using telemetry which is ranging from full hydraulics (the most used),
electro-hydraulics, and full electric to wireless. Completing multilateral wells with such
sophisticated completion system (ICVs, TEC, SCADA and telemetry) becomes prohibitively
expensive in terms of both capital expenditure (CAPEX) and ongoing operational expenses
(OPEX). Moreover, the system has 10% failure rate after ten years of operating [31]. There
are some attempts to reduce the cost associated with ICV-base completions by develop-
ing new integrated completion systems such as ManaraTM [32], MultiNodeTM [33] and
PulseEightTM [34]. These advanced completion systems offer real-time measurements of
pressure, temperature, flow rate, and water content within each production zone. The
ManaraTM and MultiNodeTM completion systems use an electric-motor-driven, infinitely
variable position interval control valve, and an integrated downhole monitoring package
per zone as well as a single control line that minimizes the need for wellhead penetrations
aiming at reducing completion cost and enhancing production control. The PulseEightTM

completion system employs pressure pulse telemetry to facilitate wireless communication
between the downhole monitoring and control system of a well and the surface. While there
have been noteworthy advancements in well completion technologies, it is worth noting
that the capital and operational expenses linked to these newly integrated completion
systems still remain relatively high and the failure rate in real-world scenarios has not
been reported. Furthermore, the applications of these technologies are limited to a certain
number of production zones, for example, MultiNodeTM is limited to 27 production zones)

One possible way to reduce risk and cost is by integrating various types of flow control
devices into multilateral well completion. In this completion type, only a limited number
of expensive interval control valves (ICVs), equivalent to the number of well branches, are
placed at the lateral junctions. A monitoring package per ICV is installed to monitor and
control the flow from each branch. At the same time, multiple passive or autonomous inflow
control devices, which are relatively cheaper and have lower risk of failure, are positioned
within the lateral branches in compartmented production zones to delay the onset of
undesirable fluid breakthrough. This integration serves two primary objectives: (1) reduce
capital and operational costs associated with ICVs-based completions by reducing the
number of zonal ICVs, TECs, and PDGs. (2) Enhance control over zonal production in
comparison to completion scenarios where laterals are kept open hole or completed with
just single-type FCDs such as only passive or only autonomous flow control devices.
Several successful real-world applications of well completions incorporating multiple types
of flow control devices have been reported worldwide e.g., [35–40].

Despite the fast-growing adaptation of well completion designs with multiple types
of FCDs, there is a lack of comprehensive studies to evaluate and optimize the dynamic
performance of this type of completion. This can be due to the complexity of the objective
function arising from the large number of inter-depended control parameters by combining
various types of flow control devices. This led the industry to adopt a simplified, loosely
coupled approach where ICDs or AICDs are designed separately and often in steady-state
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using analytical tools such as NEToolTM [41], followed by dynamic optimization of ICVs
using an optimization algorithm coupled with a reservoir simulator. While this approach
reduces computational costs, it overlooks the dynamic reservoir behavior, the long-term
impact of combination of devices on production profiles, and the correlation between
control variables, leading to suboptimal solutions. In addressing these limitations, our
earlier efforts focused on simultaneously optimizing both ICDs and ICVs through a hybrid
optimization framework. This initiative aimed to enhance and expedite the optimization
process of completion designs in multilateral wells integrating various types of flow con-
trol devices [42,43]. Nevertheless, our attention was confined to a specific completion
type, specifically those featuring ICDs implemented within laterals and proactive ICVs at
lateral junctions.

In this study, the primary objective is to assess the efficiency of having multiple types
of flow control devices within well completions in multilateral wells (i.e., interval control
valves with passive or autonomous flow control devices) under reactive and proactive
control strategies. A comparative analysis is also conducted between these types of well
completion and the ones equipped with single-type flow control devices. To accomplish
this, we have integrated a dynamic reservoir simulator with the grey wolf optimizer to find
the optimal control settings for each completion case and their corresponding net present
values. We perform simultaneous dynamic optimization where all control variables (FCDs)
are optimized together to account for the interaction effects between all of the devices.

2. Problem Formulation

We aimed to conduct a thorough examination and comparison of all potential com-
pletion scenarios, all within the contexts of reactive and proactive reservoir management
strategies. A dynamic optimization approach is employed to determine the optimal FCD
settings in MLWs for each completion scenario to maximize the net present value (NPV) as
the objective function outlined in Equation (1):

Jx∈RNx =
s

∑
n=1

{[
Npr

∑
j=1

(
roqn

o,j − rpwqn
w,j

)
−

NI

∑
Iw=1

(
cwiqn

wi,k

)] δtn

(1 + b)tn

}
(1)

where x represents the dimensional vector of the decision parameters; s is the number of
simulation steps; Npr represents the number of producers, while NI denotes the number
of injectors. ro, stands for the crude oil price, rpw represents water handling cost, and
cwi denotes the water injection cost, all measured in USD/m3. The variables qn

o,j and qn
w,j

denote the oil and water production rates of well j at time step n in m3/day, while qn
wi,k

represent the water injection rate of well Iw in m3/day. δtn indicates the duration of the nth

simulation step in days; tn is the simulation time (in years); and b is the annual discount
rate. The objective function is evaluated using CMG-IMEX [44], a numerical reservoir
simulator. Economic values for NPV calculations are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Economic parameters used in the objective function calculations.

Parameters Field Units SI Units

Crude Oil price 60 USD/STB 377.4 USD/m3

Water management cost 6 USD/STB 37.7 USD/m3

Water injection cost 6 USD/STB 37.7 USD/m3

Annual discount rate 10% 10%

2.1. Grey Wolf Optimizer

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) is a population-based optimization algorithm, drawing
inspiration from the social structure and hunting dynamics observed in the behavior of grey
wolves in nature [45]. We choose this optimizer based on its outstanding performance and
its successful implementation in addressing optimization challenges within the oil industry.
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Its successful applications include production optimization under water flooding [46],
well placement optimization [47], optimizing passive inflow control devices configura-
tions in CO2 projects [48], optimization of water alternating gas projects (WAG) [49] and
fractures detection [50]. Grey wolves, being apex predators, occupy the topmost level of
the food chain. They tend to favour group living, with packs typically ranging from 5 to
12 individuals. Within these packs, a clear social dominance hierarchy prevails, guiding
interactions among the members. In this hierarchy as shown in Figure 2, four distinct
roles are identified: the alpha (α) wolf, commanding the dominant position; the beta (β)
wolves, functioning as supportive subordinates to the alpha and potential successors to the
alpha role; the delta (δ) wolves, exhibiting submission to both the alpha and beta members;
and the omega (ω) wolves, occupying the lowest tier, often considered scapegoats in the
pack and having the last opportunity to eat. Grey wolves exhibit a systematic hunting
strategy characterized by distinct phases. They begin by tracking, chasing, and gradually
approaching their prey. As the pursuit escalates, they employ teamwork to encircle the
prey until it ceases movement. The final and decisive phase involves a coordinated attack
on the immobilized prey, securing their sustenance.
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The social hierarchy and hunting strategies (including encircling prey, hunting, attack-
ing prey and search for prey) of grey wolves are mathematically modelled as follows:

2.1.1. Social Hierarchy

• The Alpha wolf (α) represents the optimum solution.
• The Beta wolf (β), representing the second-best solution.
• The Delta wolf (δ) is the third-best solution.
• All remaining candidate solutions are designated as Omega wolves (ω).

2.1.2. Encircling Prey

The following set of equations are utilized to mathematically model the encircling of
a prey.

→
D =

∣∣∣→C ·
→
Xp(t)−

→
X(t)

∣∣∣ (2)

→
X(t + 1) =

∣∣∣→Xp(t)−
→
A·

→
D
∣∣∣ (3)

where
→
D represents the updated position vector, t is the current iteration,

→
A and

→
C stand

for coefficient vectors,
→
Xp denotes the prey’s position vector, and

→
X indicates the position

vector of a grey wolf. The determination of vectors
→
A and

→
C is carried out through the

following calculations:
→
A = 2

→
a ·→r 1 −

→
a (4)
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→
C = 2·→r 2 (5)

The elements of vector
→
a are progressively decreased in a linear fashion from 2 to 0

throughout the iterations. Additionally,
→
r 1 and

→
r 2 represent random vectors within the

range [0, 1].

2.1.3. Hunting

To better emulate the hunting pattern of grey wolves mathematically, it is postulated
that the alpha (the best candidate solution), beta, and delta possess more precise knowledge
about potential prey locations. Consequently, the top three best solutions acquired thus
far are retained, obligating all other search agents, including the omegas, to adjust their
positions based on those of the top search agents. The following formulas are suggested for
this purpose:

→
Dα =

∣∣∣→C1·
→
Xα −

→
X
∣∣∣, →

Dβ =
∣∣∣→C2·

→
Xβ −

→
X|,

→
Dδ =

∣∣∣→C3·
→
Xδ −

→
X
∣∣∣ (6)

→
X1 =

→
Xα −

→
A1·

→
Dα,

→
X2 =

→
Xβ −

→
A2·

→
Dβ,

→
X3 =

→
Xδ −

→
A3·

→
Dδ, (7)

→
X(t + 1) =

→
X1 +

→
X2 +

→
X3

3
(8)

2.1.4. Attacking Prey (Exploitation)

When the movement of the prey is halted, the hunting process is completed by the grey
wolf through the initiation of an attack. To mathematically model this, the value of vector
→
a is decreased. The vector

→
A is a random variable falling within the interval of [−2

→
a , 2

→
a ],

with the parameter
→
a being reduced from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations. When the

absolute value of
→
A is less than 1, the wolves are compelled to engage in exploiting the

prey, highlighting an exploitative hunting strategy.

2.1.5. Search for Prey (Exploration)

When the absolute value of
→
A exceeds 1, it compels the grey wolves to move away from

the prey, with the hope of discovering a more suitable target (exploration). Another aspect

of GWO that promotes exploration is represented by vector
→
C . This vector encompasses

random values within the range [0, 2]. When
→
C surpasses 1, it accentuates the attack, while

the values of
→
C below 1 de-emphasize the attack, contributing to the exploration aspect of

the algorithm.
Figure 3 illustrates how each wolf updates its position in the GWO based on the

previous equations. Appendix A shows the pseudocode of the GWO algorithm used in
this study.
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3. Modelling of Advanced Wells

In this study, the iSegWellTM module in CMG-IMEX is employed to model advanced
well completion. using the concept of multi-segmented well (MSW) [51].

3.1. ICV Modelling and Control

The pressure drop through an ICV is determined using Equation (9) modelled using
*VALVE *SUBCRIT keyword.

∆Pconstriction =
1
2

(
ρLiquid

( qLiquid

AC

)2
+ ρgas

(
qgas

AC

)2
)
× f lowcoe f f (9)

where ρLiquid and ρgas are density of the liquid and gas in kg/m3, respectively; qLiquid

and qgas are the volumetric flow rate for liquid and gas in m3/min, respectively. AC is
the valve constriction flow area in cm2. f lowcoe f f is a no-negative dimensionless factor
calculated as follows: f lowcoe f f = 1 −

(
AC/Ap

)2; where Ap is the cross-section area of
the production pipe in cm2. The ICV setting is controlled through the *TS-EQSETTING
keyword by assigning a value ranging from 0 to 1 which indicates shut-in and fully open
modes for the ICV, respectively. In reactive control of the ICV, the *TRIGGER keyword
is employed to activate or adjust the ICV when specific local conditions are met, such as
when the water cut exceeds a predefined threshold value. Monitoring the local water cut is
achieved through local monitor points implemented via *SGMON-TSPT or *SGMON-WBPT
keywords. For proactive control (timely adjustments) of the ICV, the *TS-EQSETTING
keyword is reiterated at specific time intervals to indicate changes in the ICV setting.
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3.2. ICD/AICD Modelling

In iSegWell module, *SPIRAL keyword can be used for pressure drop calculation
through passive and autonomous inflow control devices to represent both spiral-ICD and
RCP-AICD. The following equation is used to model both devices:

∆P =

(
ρm

mix
ρn

cal

)
·
(

µcal
µmix

)y
·aICD·(qt)

x (10)

where ρmix and ρcal are density of the mixture and density of the calibration fluid, re-
spectively, in kg/m3. µcal and µmix are viscosity of the calibrating fluid and viscosity of
mixture, respectively, in centipoise. aICD is the strength of the ICD or AICD device in
[kPa/((kg/m3) (m−n) (m3/day)x)]. qt is the total volumetric flow rate in (m3/day). x and y
are the power value of total fluid rate and the power value of viscosity ratio, respectively. m
is the power value of mixture density and n is the power value of calibrating fluid density.
The *TS-EQSETTING keyword is used to control both ICDs and AICDs by assigning a
value ranging infinitely from 0.01 to 1 reflecting a restrictive FCD and a non-restrictive i.e.,
‘fully open’ FCD, respectively.

3.3. Matching ICD and AICD Performance before Breakthrough

To establish a meaningful comparison between passive inflow control devices (ICDs)
and autonomous inflow control devices (AICDs), it is essential to match their initial perfor-
mances, particularly the pressure drop, before breakthrough occurrence. This is due to the
fact that before breakthrough (i.e., for the oil-only flow) they are supposed to achieve the
same goal: balance the inflow profile; while after breakthrough the AICDs would choke
production of unwanted fluids, unlike the ICDs.

To achieve this goal, we implement a structured five-step workflow, to accurately
match the performance of ICDs and AICDs, as depicted in Figure 4.
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4. Methodology

The primary aim is to conduct a thorough comparative analysis and performance
evaluation of various completion scenarios that integrate both single and multiple types of
flow control devices within multilateral wells. To accomplish the aforementioned objective,
dynamic optimization is applied to all potential completion scenarios. This process aims to
identify the optimal completion design (i.e., the FCD settings in this problem) for each case
that maximizes the NPV value. Subsequently, the completion scenarios can be analyzed,
evaluated, and ranked based on their optimal design performance.

Before commencing the dynamic optimization, a pre-optimization stage is imperative.
In this preliminary phase, the multilateral well with essential completion equipment such
as packers, flow control devices (including ICDs, AICDs and ICVs) and monitoring sensors
are simulated. Next, well constraints are defined, ICD and AICD performances are matched,
and the ranges for control variables representing the ICDs’ and AICDs’ settings are defined.
Additionally, the ICVs control strategies (i.e., reactive or proactive) are then defined. In
the reactive control strategy, ICVs are triggered based on local water cut values measured
through monitoring points at the valves’ location, employing three shut-in water cut ranges
(greater than or equal to 50%, 70%, and 90%), representing fast, intermediate, and slow
activations, respectively. The proactive strategy operates ICV at either 12 or 6-month time
intervals. Subsequently, optimization algorithm specifications, such as the number of
iterations and population size, are determined. Figure 5 provides a comprehensive visual
representation of the detailed workflow for this pre-optimization stage.
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In this study, a dynamic optimization is conducted in which at each iteration, the
GWO suggests experiments containing values for control variables (FCDs setting) and
communicates these suggestions to the reservoir simulator as shown in Figure 6. The simu-
lator calculates the reservoir’s response based on the input values, and the optimization
algorithm uses feedback from the simulator to fine-tune its search strategy, and to suggest
new values for the control variables aiming to enhance the objective function. This process
continues until the predefined criteria (e.g., the maximum number of iterations) are met.
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5. Case Study–Egg Field Model

The Egg Field Reservoir Model is a three-dimensional channelized oil benchmark
reservoir, consisting of 25,200 grid cells arranged in a 60 × 60 × 7 configuration [52]. Out of
these cells, 18,533 are active and spread across seven layers. This model incorporates high-
permeability pathways within a low-permeability background, mimicking the winding
patterns typically observed in river systems in fluvial environments. The model operates
under water flooding recovery mechanism, with eight water injection wells located along
the reservoir boundary and four oil production wells positioned in the central region of the
reservoir. Table 2 presents some of the Egg reservoir properties along with their measuring
units. Figure 7 shows the distribution of horizontal permeability in the Egg model. In this
study, the Egg model we developed with two dual-lateral wells instead of the four vertical
conventional wells and five water injectors instead of eight injectors. The field operates
with a maximum production capacity of 2500 m3/day. Production wells operate with a
minimum bottom hole pressure of 39.8 × 106 Pa. Meanwhile, the injector wells operate
with a maximum bottom hole pressure of 40.2 × 106 Pa and a maximum injection rate of
79.5 m3/day. The long-term production forecast of the wells is taken as 10 years.
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Table 2. Reservoir and fluid properties of the egg model.

Property Value Unit (SI)

Porosity (∅ ) 0.2 -
Oil compressibility (Co ) 1.0 × 10−10 Pa−1

Water compressibility (Cw ) 1.0 × 10−10 Pa−1

Rock compressibility (Cr ) 0.0 Pa−1

Water viscosity (µw ) 0.2 Pa s
Oil viscosity (µo ) 5.0 × 10−3 Pa s

Initial reservoir pressure (PR ) 40 × 106 Pa
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Various well completion scenarios based on the FCD type and control strategy are
developed following the pre-optimization workflow explained in Section 4. This process
has resulted in 22 distinct completion cases, each individually adopted within the dual-
lateral wells as detailed in Appendix B. In the reactive approach, multi-position ICVs are
activated at three water cut ranges: water cut ≥50%, water cut ≥70%, and water cut ≥90%,
corresponding to fast, intermediate, and slow ICV activation and closure, respectively. In
the proactive strategy, the ICVs are controlled every 12 or 6 months.

The nomenclature for completion cases with multiple types of flow control devices is
structured with three components to enhance clarity and ease of understanding. The first
component identifies the type of completion inside the laterals, encompassing options such
as open hole (OH), ICDs, and AICDs. The second part delineates the ICVs at the lateral
junction and their associated control strategy. Lastly, the third part specifies the value at
which the control strategy is activated, whether it is the local water cut for reactive control or
a time interval for proactive control. For example, a case named “AICDs_RICVs_90% WC”
indicates AICDs installed inside the lateral and reactive ICVs at the lateral junctions, con-
trolled at a local water cut of 90% water cut. Another instance is the case “OH_PICVs_6 m”,
indicating an open-hole completion within the laterals with proactive ICVs at the lateral
junctions controlled at a 6-month time interval. Completion cases involving a single type of
flow control device are denoted by device type. For the cases where the ICVs are installed
inside the laterals, additional details are added to specify how these ICVs are controlled and
at what value, such as “PICVs_12 m” which describes proactive ICVs within the laterals
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controlled at 12-month time interval. Appendix B provides comprehensive details for all of
the cases considered.

All completion scenarios utilize identical branch compartmentalization determined by
the permeability profile. Figure 8 shows well completion schematics for the two dual-lateral
production wells where the FCD on the plot refers to either an ICD or an AICD.
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the use of multiple flow control devices (FCD here refers to either ICD or AICD depending on
the case).

The number of control or decision variables varies for cases is determined according
to the number of FCDs in the case and the employed control strategy. Further explanation
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about all completion scenarios and their corresponding number of control variables can be
found in Appendix B.

Following the workflow outlined in Section 3.3, Multivariate Nonlinear Regression
(MVNLR) technique is used to match AICD performance with experimental results for
FloSure® RCP-AICD [4]. Based on the matching, the values of aAICD, m, n, x and y are
defined and the AICD performance can be described by Equation (11). Figure 9 illustrates
the matching between the mathematical model (blue and black solid lines) and experimental
data (blue squares and black circles).

∆PAICD = 9.78 × 10−6

(
ρ2

mix
10001

)
·
(

1
µmix

)0.5734
·q3.1 (11)
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Next, the reference pressure drop (around 1.5 bar) is estimated based on the average
productivity index, initial liquid production rate, and operational constraints. Using this
pressure in MVLNR, we match the performance of ICD and AICD for single-phase oil and
derive the mathematical model for the equivalent ICD as in Equation (12). The matching of
ICD and AICD process is depicted in Figure 9 where the ICD performance is represented
by the black dashed line, and the AICD performance is presented by the black solid line.

∆PICD = 1.97 × 10−5

(
ρ1

mix
ρ0

cal

)
·
(

µcal
µmix

)0
·q2 (12)

The 22 completion cases are then optimized using Grey Wolf Optimizer as detailed
in Section 4. The goal is to identify the optimal completion design (FCD setting) that
maximizes the objective function (NPV) for each individual case within limited simulation
budget of 1000 runs. The best performance of the GWO is achieved with a population
size set at 20 based on simulation performance for all completion cases. The optimization
process is repeated 10 times for each case, with different seeds, to mitigate the inher-
ent randomness associated with the population-based algorithm (GWO). Eventually, the
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best-performing optimization run (i.e., the one with the highest NPV) was selected to
represent each scenario. Figure 10 shows the selected best-performing optimization run
across all completion scenarios, systematically grouped into open hole, ICD, AICD, and
ICV-based completion.
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(D) ICV-based completion cases.

Overall, there is a substantial increase in the objective function for all optimized well
completion cases. However, the magnitude of this increase varies among the different
cases and groups. Examining the open hole-based completion cases, where ICVs controlled
production from open hole branches, we observe that their optimized NPVs range closely
between 66.3 and 68.7 million USD, as shown in Figure 10A. However, the OH_RICVs_90%
WC case which represents the slow reactive ICVs stands out, not only for scoring the lowest
NPV within the open hole-based completion group but also among all 22 completion cases,
recording only 43.96 million USD. This highlights the risk associated with having ICVs
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controlling the overall production from open hole branches with a high water cut threshold
(essentially such high a WC when the ICV control is already too late, rendering that ICV
control mostly useless).

For the ICD-based completion cases shown in Figure 10B, incorporating only ICDs
within the lateral sections results in a profit of 53 million USD, representing the lowest
figure compared to scenarios where both ICDs and ICVs are integrated into the well com-
pletion design. Notably, enhanced completion performance is observed when ICDs are
integrated with intermediate and fast-reactive ICVs, particularly in the ICDs_RICVs_70%
WC and ICDs_RICVs_50% WC cases, with NPVs of 71.9 and 71.8 million USD, respec-
tively. Additionally, completion scenarios featuring ICDs with proactive ICVs also yield
competitive results, with NPVs of 71.2 and 70.8 million USD for ICDs_PICVs_6 m and
ICDs_PICVs_12 m cases, respectively. Conversely, cases where ICDs are integrated with
slow-reactive ICVs exhibit a lower NPV, approximately around 62 million USD. However,
this is still about 17% higher than the scenario involving solely ICDs. This highlights the
advantages of employing multiple types of flow control devices compared to relying on a
single type for well completion.

Furthermore, an improved completion performance is evident when integrating
AICDs with reactive ICVs, as depicted in Figure 10C, in comparison to both open hole and
ICD-based completion cases. Following a trend similar to the ICD-based completions, the
AICDs_RICVs_70% WC and AICDs_RICVs_50% WC cases exhibit the highest NPVs, with
values around 75 million USD and 73.6 million USD, respectively. AICDs, when integrated
with proactive ICVs, demonstrate slightly better performance than ICDs in a similar con-
figuration, with NPVs of 71.6 million USD and 72.4 million USD for AICDs_PICVs_12 m
and AICDs_PICVs_6 m cases, respectively. While AICD-only completions perform as
expected and outdo the ICD-only ones with a 61.7 million USD NPV, it represents the least
favourable scenario within this category, raising concerns about the performance of single-
type passive or autonomous FCD completions. In the worst-case scenario of multiple
types of FCDs in this group, where AICDs are integrated with slow-reactive (i.e., 90%
WC threshold) ICVs, the NPV still exceeds that of the standalone AICDs case, reaching
about 65.2 million USD, reflecting an approximate 6% increase in profits. This once again
underlines the strategic advantage of employing multiple types of FCDs over a singular
type (A)ICD to achieve a highly effective well completion performance.

In cases involving ICVs within the laterals, the fast (i.e., responding to the 50% WC
threshold) and intermediate (i.e., responding to the 70% WC threshold) reactive ICV com-
pletions demonstrate the highest NPVs, approximately 80 and 78 million USD respectively,
as illustrated in Figure 10D. These results greatly stand out among the 22 completion cases,
highlighting the efficacy of precise local control compared to other completion. The slow
reactive ICVs exhibit the lowest performance, with an NPV of around 52 million USD. The
delayed response of the ICVs in these cases resulted in water breakthroughs, rendering the
closure of the ICVs ineffective being well overdue. Surprisingly, proactively controlled ICVs
show a decline in the production performance. This is attributed to the decreased efficiency
of the GWO when the number of control variables significantly increases (above 100), as
seen in the PICVs_12 m and PICVs_6 m cases where there are 150 and 300 control variables,
respectively. To address this issue, the optimization process was extended to 12,000 sim-
ulation runs allowing the GWO to process these complex optimization cases. Figure 11
visually represents the extended simulation for PICV_12 m and PICV_6 m cases, resulting
in improved NPVs of 76 and 72 million USD respectively. This emphasizes the need for
the development of more efficient optimization algorithms for intelligent completion de-
sign, particularly when simulation budget is limited, and the number of control variables
experiences a substantial increase (usually above 100 control variables). It is worth noting
that during our study, the GWO faced convergence challenges solely in the PICV_12 m and
PICV_6 m cases. Extending the simulation process beyond 1000 simulation runs for other
completion cases yielded outcomes similar to those obtained with 1000 simulation runs.
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In summary, our primary analysis reveals that incorporating ICVs at lateral junctions
can significantly enhance completion performance in open hole, solely ICD, and solely
AICD cases. However, the extent of the improvement offered by the ICVs depends on the
completion or FCD type implemented inside the laterals, which determines the level of local
control per compartment. For instance, the best performance is achieved by AICDs followed
by ICDs and the open hole. The control strategy applied to the ICVs also plays a crucial role
in these completion cases. Reactively controlled ICVs generally offer optimal performance,
with variations depending on the speed at which the ICVs are controlled. On the other
hand, proactively controlled ICVs exhibit more stable performance across all completion
cases. ICV-based completions, on the other hand, consistently demonstrate the highest
performance by providing effective local monitoring and control of individual zones.
However, it is important to note that ICV-based completions can be relatively expensive,
necessitating a careful consideration of costs for a more accurate assessment. In this study,
completion costs are not factored in to keep our results clean of the manufacturer- and
market competition-dependent costs, obscuring the underlying, optimization performance
comparison. Additionally, the number of control variables in proactively controlled ICVs
placed within laterals can increase significantly, making it difficult for the optimization
algorithm to converge within a limited simulation budget.
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Figure 12 shows the cumulative oil and water production for all completion scenarios
considered in this study, comparing them to the base case where the open hole completion
technique is employed. It is evident that water production in the base case (OH) is signifi-
cantly higher, attributed to the absence of any control. In general, the introduction of flow
control device technology, utilizing single or multiple flow control devices, has resulted in a
significant reduction in water production and/or a modest enhancement in oil production.
The effectiveness of each completion scenario depends more on how the well completion
can manage the water production than increasing oil production. Upon comparing each
case with its equivalent completion scenarios, it becomes apparent that water management
improves as we progress from OH, ICD, AICD to ICV-based completions.

Some completion cases, including ICDs, AICDs, OH_RICVs_90% WC, and RICVs_90%
WC, demonstrated reduced effectiveness in managing water production. While the AICDs
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showed better water production control compared to the ICDs, both completion methods
failed to completely shut down water production from offensive zones, leading to elevated
cumulative water production. In OH_RICVs_90% WC and RICVs_90% WC cases, the
slow response of the ICVs and the delay until the local water cut reached 90% resulted
in water invasion in the wells, contributing to their diminished performance. Interest-
ingly, in the cases where slow-reacting ICVs were combined with (A)ICDs, such as in
(A)ICDs_RICVs_90% WC cases, cumulative water production was notably higher than
in the cases with (A)ICDs only. Despite this increased water production, the combined
approach still demonstrated higher NPVs. The reason behind this lies in the fact that in
cases with (A)ICDs_RICVs_90% WC, there is a tendency for the installed ICDs or AICD
settings to be less restrictive, allowing for increased oil production in the early stages. As
the water cut reaches 90%, the ICVs then restricts the lateral flow that exceeds this threshold.
This approach leads to enhanced cumulative oil production, ultimately contributing to a
more favourable NPV. In contrast, scenarios involving solely (A)ICDs lack such flexibility
which may pose challenges in managing and balancing oil and water production in both
early and later stages, affecting overall efficiency.
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Another interesting set of cases involves completion scenarios that combine ICDs
with fast and intermediate reactive ICVs. Specifically, the completion cases incorporating
intermediate reactive ICVs, such as ICDs_RICVs_70% WC, demonstrate higher cumula-
tive water production and nearly similar water cumulative production compared to case
with fast reactive ICVs. Surprisingly, despite similar high cumulative water production,
ICDs_RICVs_70% WC cases still exhibit nearly similar NPV with ICDs_RICVs_50%
WC counterpart. This phenomenon is explained by the fact that ICDs_RICVs_70%
WC cases tend to achieve greater cumulative oil production in the early stages, unlike
ICDs_RICVs_50% WC cases, which constrain production early on and delay it to later
stages which negatively affecting the NPV. This is visually represented in Figure 13.
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The optimal settings for both ICDs and AICDs, normalized between 0 and 1, in the
completion cases involving the use of ICD and AICD devices, are illustrated in Figure 14.
The key observation highlights a significant contrast in optimal settings for flow control
devices between the cases involving single-type (A)ICD completions, and those involving
multiple types of FCDs. This is imperative due to the prevalent issue of early breakthrough
with widespread water invasion in all well laterals. The imposition of restrictive settings
becomes crucial in the single type (A)ICD completion to prolong the brief period of oil
production and subsequently resist water production in later stages. Conversely, in multiple
types of FCD-based completion, the imposition of a restrictive size is selective, primarily
applied to specific offensive zones, while the rest are maintained with a less restrictive
size. This strategic approach aims to enhance early-stage oil production before a water
breakthrough occurs, relying on the ICVs to subsequently close off the laterals once the
water cut reaches a predetermined level.
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Expanding upon this observation, it becomes evident that the integration of multi-
ple flow control devices (FCDs) within well completions significantly shapes the optimal
configurations of these devices, deviating notably from scenarios where a singular ap-
plication of these devices is employed. This underlines a notable correlation between
the multiple types of FCDs, rendering sequential optimization—an approach where each
FCD type is individually optimized through a sequential process—less favourable in such
cases. This crucial insight emphasizes the inherent risk associated with optimizing multiple
types of FCD-based completions sequentially, utilizing the industry-standard technique of
separately optimizing passive or autonomous inflow control devices through analytical
tools, followed by a subsequent individual optimization of interval control valves (ICVs)
using a dynamic simulator. The intricate correlation between different FCD types suggests
that a simultaneous optimization strategy may be more suitable for achieving optimal
performance in complex well completion scenarios.

In the following four figures, we present oil and water production rates for each
branch across various completion scenarios, categorized into open hole, ICD, AICD, and
ICV-based completion groups. Figure 15 specifically focuses on open hole (OH)-based
completion cases where differentially controlled ICVs are used to control flow from open
hole completed laterals. Upon examining the oil and water production rate curves across
all branches, a common trend emerges—early breakthrough issues affecting all completion
methods. Notably, the open hole (OH Base case) completion (depicted in purple), lacking
any control mechanism, exhibits the highest water production. The OH_RICVs_90% WC
case (depicted in green) follows closely, attributing its higher water production to delayed
responses from ICVs, particularly in the top and bottom branches of W2, significantly
impacting the NPV. Interestingly, the highest performance cases appear to involve a similar
production technique, strategically restricting early production from both branches in W1
and permitting production from the top branch in W2, where water breakthrough takes
relatively longer. In the instances where ICVs are proactively controlled, such as in the
OH_PICVs_6 m case (depicted in blue), the production shows fluctuations. This behavior
is a result of timely ICV adjustments based on predetermined intervals, which can adopt
any configuration that help mitigating water production.

The oil and water production rates for lateral branches in ICD-based completion sce-
narios are illustrated in Figure 16. As mentioned earlier, ICDs (depicted in purple) typically
employ restrictive settings to manage early-stage water breakthroughs and maintain high
resistance after breakthrough. This restrictive approach negatively impacts oil production
rates across all laterals, making it a less favourable completion technique compared to other
multiple-type FCD-based completion cases within this group. When ICVs are combined
with ICDs, the ICDs tend to have less restrictive sizes, allowing for increased oil production
in the early stages. However, the higher water production associated with less restrictive
ICD settings is subsequently tackled by the ICVs, which completely shut down the branch
when its production is no longer profitable. The effectiveness of multiple FCD-type com-
pletions depends on how the ICVs are controlled. Intermediate and reactive ICVs (depicted
in black and red) exhibit better performance when combined with ICDs compared to slow-
reacting ICVs (depicted in green). Proactively controlled ICVs in the ICDs_PICVs_12 m
and ICDs_PICVs_6 m cases (depicted in orange and blue, respectively) showcase different
production styles, specifically in W2, where oscillations significantly increase.
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The performance of AICD-based completion cases per lateral branch is illustrated in
Figure 17. Generally, AICD-based completions demonstrate superior water management
compared to the open hole and ICD-based completion types. Across all lateral branches in
AICD-based completion cases, the maximum water production remains below 100 m3/day,
a notable improvement compared to the 150 m3/day observed in the best ICD-based
completion case. This enhanced local water control contributes to increased efficiency of
ICVs at the lateral junction.
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Figure 17. Comparative analysis of oil and water production rates across various branches in
AICD-based completion scenarios.

When comparing the best cases in ICD and AICD-based completion techniques, it
becomes apparent that incorporating AICDs within the lateral has influenced the optimal
production plan established in ICD-based completion. In the two most favourable scenarios
in AICD-based completion (AICDs_RICVs_70% WC and AICDs_RICVs_50% WC, depicted
in black and red, respectively), the top lateral in W1 is no longer shut in, resulting in
additional oil production which contributed to the high NPVs in these cases.

In the scenarios featuring ICV-based completions, the local control was significantly
enhanced with ICVs taking charge of production zones. This resulted in an extended period
of oil production across all branches (i.e., production period before shutting the branch), as
illustrated in Figure 18. Notably, intermediate and fast-reactive ICVs (depicted in black and
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red) exhibited superior performance by effectively managing water, thereby contributing
to higher NPVs.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the feasibility of incorporating flow control technology
in multilateral wells through a dynamic optimization process, employing the grey wolf
optimizer. We utilize the benchmark, Egg reservoir model and develop it with two dual-
lateral wells. These dual-lateral wells form the basis for the implementation and evaluation
of 22 unique completion scenarios, encompassing both single and multiple types of flow
control devices, and incorporating reactive and proactive management strategies.
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The best completion scenario for multilateral wells is the ICV-based completion where
ICVs are implemented inside the laterals which are equiped with mointering packages and
control facilities similar to the ManaraTM [32], MultiNodeTM [33] and PulseEightTM [34]
completion systems. In this type of completion, reactive control over the ICVs provided
the best perfomance where the incremental NPV reaches to 80 million USD (ignoring the
completion cost). The capex and opex of such completion is expected to be significantly
high, which may influence the attractivenes of this option.

The completions which employ multiple types of flow control devices can offer a
more affordable substitute. In this completion technique, passive or autonomous ICDs are
placed inside the lateral branches while ICVs are placed only at the lateral junctions to
control lateral branch inflow. However, the efficiency of such a technique depends on the
local control provided by (A)ICDs and the cotrol strategy applied to the ICVs (reactive or
proactive). When (A)ICDs combined with sensitivie-to-WC ICVs control strategies, they
provide better perfomance compared to the ones controlled proactively. The completions
with AICDs combined with the ICVs, however, provide higher performance than ICDs
with the ICVs. The best performance observed for the AICDs with reactive ICVs controlled
at 70% water cut threshold, where the NPV reached up to 75 million USD. This is due
to an increased local water control provided by the AICDs compared to the ICDs. The
completions combining ICDs with reactive ICVs still can show resonable NPV results with
around 72 million USD. Singular-type ICDs or AICDs completions could only achieve
NPVs of around 53 and 62 million USD, respectively, which is significnalty lower than the
combination of passive and active control devices.

All in all, combining mutiple types of flow control devices within well completions
significantly improves the production performance compared to the scenarios where single-
type devices are employed. This study also shows that a significant interference is expected
between the controls representing the setting of multiple types of FCDs, rendering sequen-
tial optimization—an approach where each FCD type is individually optimized through
a sequential process—less favourable in such cases. This includes the industry-standard
technique of separately optimizing passive or autonomous inflow control devices through
analytical tools, followed by a subsequent individual optimization of intelligent completion
valves (ICVs) using a dynamic simulator. A simultaneous optimization strategy is ideally
required to achieve optimal performance in such complex well completion scenarios. Lastly,
controlling the ICVs proactivelly can result in a significant increase in the number of control
varaibles. A chosen optimization algorithm may not be able to tackle this huge number of
control variables, and hence the a more efficient optimization framework is needed.

These findings will be helpful to the advanced well compeltion design community of
engineers and researchers, comprehensively illustrating how a combination of FCD types
in a well completion is superior to single-type designs (the perennial point of debate), given
such well completion is optimised properly. The paper also outlines the challenges and
solutions to such optimization.
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Nomenclature

FCD Flow Control Device
MLW Multilateral Well
ICV Inflow (Interval) Control Valve
ICD Inflow Control Device
AICD Autonomous Inflow Control Device
USD United States Dollar
NPV Net Present Value
FD Fluidic Diode
RCP Rate-Controlled Production
AICV Autonomous Inflow Control Valve
PDGs Permanent Downhole Gauges
TEC Tubing Encased Conductor
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
CAPEX Capital Expenditure
OPEX Operational Expenditure
WAG Water Alternating Gas
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
MSW Multi-Segmented Well

Appendix A. Pseudocode of the GWO Algorithm

Step1: Initialize the population of grey wolves randomly
→
Xi (i= 1, 2, . . ., n)

Step2: Initialize the value of
→
a ,

→
A and

→
C

Step3: Calculate the objective function of all wolves in the population
→
Xα = the best solution
→
Xβ = the second-best solution
→
Xδ = the third-best solution

Step4: while t < total number of iterations:
For each search agent

Update the location of the wolves use Equation (8)
End for

Update
→
a ,

→
A and

→
C

Calculate objective function of all wolves

Update
→
Xα,

→
Xβ and

→
Xδ

End while
Step5: return

→
Xα

Appendix B. All Completion Scenarios (Cases) Implemented in This Study

Case
No.

Completion Case
Name

Explanation
No. Control

Variables

Completion
Type Based on

FCDs

Control
Strategy

0 OH (Base case)
Open-hole lateral branches

without any control
0 Open hole No control

1 OH_PICVs_12 m

Open-hole lateral branches with
proactive ICVs at lateral junctions,

where ICVs are controlled
at 12-month intervals

40 Single Proactive

2 OH_PICVs_6 m

Open-hole lateral branches with
proactive ICVs at lateral junctions,

where ICVs are controlled
at 6-month intervals

80 Single Proactive
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Case
No.

Completion Case
Name

Explanation
No. Control

Variables

Completion
Type Based on

FCDs

Control
Strategy

3 OH_RICVs_50% WC

Open-hole lateral branches with
fast-reactive ICVs at lateral junctions
(each ICV is activated when the local

water cut is ≥50% of the
branch production)

4 Single Reactive

4 OH_RICVs_70% WC

Open-hole lateral branches with
intermediate-reactive ICVs at lateral

junctions (each ICV is activated when
the local water cut is ≥70% of the

branch production)

4 Single Reactive

5 OH_RICVs_90% WC

Open-hole lateral branches with
slow-reactive ICVs at lateral junctions
(each ICV is activated when the local

water cut is ≥90% of the
branch production)

4 Single Reactive

6 ICDs ICDs installed within lateral branches 15 Single No control

7 ICDs_PICVs_12 m

ICDs installed within lateral branches
with proactive ICVs at lateral junctions,

where ICVs are controlled
at 12-month intervals

55 Multiple Proactive

8 ICDs_PICVs_6 m

ICDs within lateral branches with
proactive ICVs at lateral junctions,

where ICVs are controlled
at 6-month intervals

95 Multiple Proactive

9 ICDs_RICVs_50% WC

ICDs installed within lateral branches
with fast-reactive ICVs at lateral

junctions (each ICV is activated when
the local water cut is ≥ 50% of the

branch production)

19 Multiple Reactive

10 ICDs_RICVs_70% WC

ICDs installed within lateral branches
with intermediate-reactive ICVs at

lateral junctions (each ICV is activated
when the local water cut is ≥ 70% of

the branch production)

19 Multiple Reactive

11 ICDs_RICVs_90% WC

ICDs installed within lateral branches
with slow-reactive ICVs at lateral

junctions (each ICV is activated when
the local water cut is ≥90% of the

branch production)

19 Multiple Reactive

12 AICDs AICDs installed within lateral branches 15 Single No control

13 AICDs_PICVs_12 m

AICDs installed within lateral branches
with proactive ICVs at lateral junctions,

where ICVs are controlled
at 12-month intervals

55 Multiple Proactive

14 AICDs_PICVs_6 m

AICDs installed within lateral branches
with proactive ICVs at lateral junctions,

where ICVs are controlled
at 6-month intervals

95 Multiple Proactive
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Case
No.

Completion Case
Name

Explanation
No. Control

Variables

Completion
Type Based on

FCDs

Control
Strategy

15
AICDs_RICVs_50%

WC

AICDs installed within lateral branches
with fast-reactive ICVs at lateral

junctions (each ICV is activated when
the local water cut is ≥50% of the

branch production)

19 Multiple Reactive

16
AICDs_RICVs_70%

WC

AICDs installed within lateral branches
with intermediate-reactive ICVs at

lateral junctions (each ICV is activated
when the local water cut is ≥70% of the

branch production)

19 Multiple Reactive

17
AICDs_RICVs_90%

WC

AICDs installed within lateral branches
with slow-reactive ICVs at lateral

junctions (each ICV is activated when
the local water cut is ≥90% of the

branch production)

19 Multiple Reactive

18 PICVs_12 m
Proactive ICVs installed within lateral
branches, where ICVs are controlled at

12-month intervals
150 Single Proactive

19 PICVs_6 m
Proactive ICVs installed within lateral
branches, where ICVs are controlled at

12-month intervals
300 Single Proactive

20 RICVs_50% WC

Fast reactive ICVs installed within
lateral branches (each ICV is activated
when the local water cut is ≥50% of the

layer production)

15 Single Reactive

21 RICVs_70% WC

Intermediate reactive ICVs installed
within lateral branches (each ICV is
activated when the local water cut is

≥70% of the layer production)

15 Single Reactive

22 RICVs_90% WC

Slow reactive ICVs installed within
lateral branches (each ICV is activated
when the local water cut is ≥90% of the

layer production)

15 Single Reactive
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